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Have you ever had a crush? Have you ever had a crush so astronomically huge you were willing to tell the person anything
to make them fall in love with you? If you're Annalise Dresden, then the answer is yes. Yes you have. And you're in way over
your head. 

Before Frankie, Leece was like any other girl in her mid-twenties –  a pre-med student with unreached potential, too much
debt, a drinking problem, and no memory of her life before her nineteenth birthday. Alright, maybe she wasn't like any
other girl, but still. Her life was somewhat normal. But Frankie changed everything. Frankie, the simple girl with the first
crush eyes, working at a discount store in Northwest Indiana after dropping out of college. Frankie, who somehow changed
Leece's whole life with a single look. 

Even though the two women can’t be more opposite, Leece feels a connection to Frankie unlike any she's felt before,
compelling her to tell Frankie lie after lie to try to win her over. But when Frankie suspects Leece might not be exactly who
she says she is, their relationship grows rocky. Plagued by visions of her sketchy past, Leece must figure out who she really
is before she loses everything she loves, including Frankie.

ONLY HUMAN
A mystery-woven love story.

"Only Human explores first love, second chances, a tinge of sci-fi, and
ultimately the lesson that sometimes it doesn't matter how someone came

into your life, but that they're in it." 
- Chandra Claypool, Where the Reader Grows

"Only Human is an intriguing story – satisfying, surprising, and with heart.
I couldn’t stop reading." - Kitty McIntosh, Kitty Kat's Book Review Blog

"★★★★★ A lovely, intriguing romance with a hint of suspense and lots
of very sweet moments between two vulnerable young women." 

- LESBIreviewed
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